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Abstract 

The emergence of new technologies makes everything in today’s world to be smarter. The innovation 

focused toward IoT leads to the enhancement of the domestic environment. The smart environment 

provides advanced services to the user by allowing the environment address to user and user address 

to the world. The Museum is a place where work of art, scientific specimens or other object kept 

permanent and displayed. This paper, to design a smart museum that brings comfort to visitors 

through wearable device, interacting with IoT based smart environment to act as a museum guide. 

The localization service is provided by the Beacon device which is installed in the museum. The user 

has the wearable device, which capture the image of user interested artwork and the image 

processing algorithm analysis the captured image. Once the image is recognized, then the result is 

forwarded to the proceeding center along with this localization information. The proceeding center 

retrieves this content from outside world of the cloud and sent them to the user mobile devices. This 

system improves the experience of user by delivering the content to the user three times faster than 

the system not using localization service. 
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1. Introduction 

 

The internet of things will interface object around us to give constant communication and 

contextual services provided by them. It also depicts a future where consistently physical object 

connected with the web and furthermore ready to recognize themselves to others devices. It provides 
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solutions based on the integration of information technology, which refers to software and hardware 

used to recover, store and process data and communications technology which includes electronic 

framework utilized for communication between individuals or groups. It make to recognize the object 

themselves and acquire intelligence by enabling context related choice to the fact that they can 

communicate information about themselves. The goal of internet of thing is enable object to associate 

with whenever, anyplace with anybody and anything utilizing the web and some other 

administrations. 

By replacing physical effort, dangerous and redundant tasks with automated agents, the smart 

environment aims to improve the user experience in all environments. In this regard, an associated 

internet of things (IoT) might be provided a basic job, which incorporates the growth of the internet 

to almost nothing and minimal effort "things" that are assumed to recognise smart environment with a 

specific particular outcome to give new services to their users. IoT aspires to create a better world for 

people in which smart objects around us understand what we like and need and behave suitablly 

without making unambiguous moves. To attain this aim, the present life is intent on accepting 

passive-power, passive-effort immerse innovation at regular things, resulting in true smart objects. 

The walk on part of the handy phone and wearable devices is growing in tandem with the IoT 

concept. Blue tooth connected devices and panels, for example, are almost all embracing society after 

all not just communicated with these devices, but requires some of the control tools for the clients. 

Hence, the pattern to utilize the latest tool for environs is progressively across the board. The cloud is 

a key technology in the digital world which play a role to store and share the data or information 

between the services and the users. 

With all the above consideration, it possible to design the smart environment for the museum 

to enhance the user experience. In detail description, the user mobile device is integrated with the 

wearable device and allow users to interact with the museum environment and provide an interactive 

cultural experiences. The beacon device is installed in the museum and it provide unique identity to 

the user devices and every artwork in the museum. The localization information is obtained by the 

beacon device which is used to identify the user location. The comprehensive details is stored and it 

used to speed up to send the details of the user observed artistry to the customer personal device. In 

addition the user allow to post the review and feedback about artwork that is being admired but the 

user are not allow to share the artwork content on their social networks because the sharing of 

museum content reduce the visitors to the museum This system can also monitor the status of the 

environment and change it based on a specific occurrence or a user's custom portfolio. The 

management used the information on the state of the environment to restructure the museum's 
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opening and closing times. The cloud is utilised to store all of the museum administrator's multimedia 

assets as well as user comments. When a user requests a certain piece of cultural content, the 

wearable gadget sends a video frame of the artwork to the processing centre, which then collects the 

data from the cloud and sends it to the user's mobile device via location services. The smart museum 

which as the benefits to both the museum visitors and the museum management. The information 

provided by the smart museum is easy to understand and the administrator may provide additional 

service to the museum visitors by observing the status of museum environment and feedback 

provided by the visitors. This system also connects the real world with the digital world inside the 

museum composed of myriad of information. 

 

2. Related Work 

 

Since the invention of smart museum, the various technologies used by the museum have 

evolved a lot, 

Stefano Alleto et al (2016), presented the indoor location aware system for smart museum 

[16] uses a blue tooth connected with localization and image processing skills to normally give users 

with artwork content that they have observed. The museum's location information was provided via 

the Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) device. Furthermore, the system makes use of the cloud to store the 

user's multimedia information and allows them to share environment-generated events with their 

networks. Finally, numerous location aware services operating on the system govern the environment 

state based on the user's movement. 

K. Mainetti et al (2015) proposed a software ecosystem [14] that allowed various talented 

users to develop the location-aware services to autonomously control the Smart Home. These services 

manage the environment in accordance with the user’s location and user-specified rules, which 

calculated by exploiting an indoor localization mechanism. In addition, to interact directly with smart 

devices, users can also define specific interfaces for mobile devices. Finally, a multi-protocol 

middleware allows both the location-aware services and the mobile applications to access the 

physical network which hiding the underlying heterogeneities. However this system takes more time 

to locate the user location at a particular point of time. 

L.V. Moreno et al (2014) proposed an allocation based access control for the new smart plan 

application in the context of New Location-Aware Authorization Mechanism for Indoor 

Environments [13]. The paper concluded the authorization decisions by considering both access 

credential and location data. The estimation technique also were discussed using magnetic field data 
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the same details sent by the customers. Thus the system mechanism and benefits are discussed for the 

tensile solution for indoor environments. 

Rubino. I et al (2013) described about the Museum Assistant (MusA) [15], it was a general 

framework for the development of multimedia interactive museum guides for mobile devices. The 

main feature of this system was a vision-based indoor location system that enables the provision of 

various location-based services, ranging from way finding to the personalized and contextualized 

communication of cultural content. The MusA framework allowed the rapid development of mobile 

guides for cultural institute and museums. 

G. De Luca et al (2013) created and evaluated a software and hardware architecture capable 

of managing and monitoring a KNX-based safe house controlling system Instead, many approaches 

to solving the issues of connected medley are built on the concept of general term. It is a critical 

configuration system capable of presenting application oriented communicates to the top layers while 

masking the heterogeneity of the underlying technologies. 

Fortino, G et al (2012) described in [6] about the suitability of the technology and agent 

paradigm to effectively support the development of multi-layered agent based architecture and an IoT 

based infrastructure. The architecture as a wide variety of smart objects, from reactive to proactive, 

from small to very large, from stand alone to social. 

J. Wang et al (2012) proposed location aware lifestyle [10] improvement system to save 

energy in smart home. This system lets users who live in the smart-home be aware of wasted 

electricity, their life style and then improves their lifestyle. The system detect the various information 

such as user location and energy-usage of home electrical appliances. And then, the system 

acknowledge situation of energy wastage and provide services to improve the user’s lifestyle. 

L. Caviglione et al (2011) presented a framework [11] to deploy RFID driven smart 

environment to provide personalized content and ad-hoc, to visitors in cultural settings. The 

architecture choices, from both the viewpoint of required hardware and related interaction paradigm. 

At last it also presents a preliminary performance evaluation to quantify the produced network traffic. 

 

3. Proposed Methodology 

 

The design of an indoor location aware architecture able to improve the user involvement in 

the museum through wearable devices, interacting with an IoT based smart environment in the 

museum to act as museum guides and provide real interactive cultural experiences to the users. The 
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system depends on wearable device that combines localization information and image recognition to 

automatically provide the information about the user requested artwork. 

 

A. System Architecture 

 

The overall structure of proposed system architecture is shown in figure 1. It is divided into 

four important components in the description is given below. 

Artwork Content Storage- In this module, the administrator of the museum has login 

credentials of the cloud and they can update the artwork content for each rooms based on the Beacon 

type. And also they can update each artwork tutorial. The artwork tutorial may be uploaded as video, 

audio and the textual information and then content will be uploaded in a cloud. 

Service used to locate user position - The localization service is run in both the wearable 

device and processing center. At first it detects the user location and sent the information to 

proceeding center. The customer details are saved and used for all purposes. In connected device, it 

analyze the application of image processing algorithm and in proceeding center it speed up the 

process of sending the cultural content to the user device. 

Image Processing Algorithm- In this module, the wearable vision device captures the user-

observed artwork as a video frame and analyses the captured frame in real time to realize the distinct 

object with high definition and performability. The proceeding center receives the identified result of 

the further activity. 

 

Figure 1. Overall structure of the system 
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The proceeding center is the heart of the major logic system. The user-requested cultural 

content is retrieved in the cloud, and the collected content is intelligently delivered to the user's 

personal devices. The processing center's localization service provides them with location data 

obtained from the beacon system. These services offer a cultural experience that is interactive. 

The system is based on a connection that access the image capture and customer capabilities 

to transmit cultural details about the seen artistry to the customer device automatically. The user can 

participate in interactive cultural activities at the smart museum. The wearable device in this proposed 

system combines the results of the selected target object and the localization information obtained by 

the beacon in the smart gallery. Furthermore, the system stores multimedia content created by the 

user and museum administrator in the cloud. Finally, the system's location aware service keeps track 

of the museum environment's status based on user movement. 

 

B. Location Aware Service 

 

The several component in the system is depend on the location aware service. The service 

consists of three main element; 1). The beacon infrastructure which is installed on the museum 

periodically collect and sent the localization information of the museum visitor; 2). The service which 

run in the wearable device collect the landmark information to identify the location; 3). The service 

running on the processing center receive the location information about the user from the wearable 

device and provide it to the service. The beacon equipment was placed separately in each of the 

building's rooms. The wireless landmark with the beacon interface is one of the embedded devices. 

Each Beacon infrastructure sends its unique location identification (ID), and the service operating on 

the user's wearable device collects location data from all nearby landmarks to establish the room in 

which they are located. 

 

C. Object Realization 

 

To realize the art gallery of user requested, the preprocessing step is made on the video frame 

taken by the camera in wearable vision device. The camera is in movement during the image captured 

As a result, there is a lot of blur in several parts of the video sequence, and the image is of poor 

quality. To remove blur in the frame the preprocessing step is taken and improve the quality. This 

process is done by analyzing the amount of gradient. Once the blur in the frame is removed, the 

image is recognized using the background subtraction technique. It extract the foreground of the 
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image for further processing. After the stage of image preprocessing, the localization is required 

which may make use of this technique. 

The location aware service use in this system greatly reduce the using of other requirements 

this improves the precision of the matching process. The localization information provided by the 

Beacon system is used to do this analysis. The current frame is compared to the artwork template in 

the room where the user is now located. The image processing method helps keeps the wearable 

device's battery charged. The Beacon technology consumes low power and also it does not require 

any additional hardware. 

 

D. Content Delivery and Interaction with IOT based Environment 

 

When the image processing system recognizes the image, the unique id of the observed 

artwork is communicated to the processing center over the museum's WIFI network. The desired 

cultural content is accessed from the cloud and sent to the user using key information. Hence, a 

featured service is in performing of getting and assessing all customer responses in order to begin the 

right procedure. The reading of the artwork identification yields two possible outcomes. In the first 

scenario, delivering an audio description for the artwork that the user has observed. The multimedia 

cultural content is supplied to the interactive display in the second example, so that all other users 

have access to the same information at the same time. The services provided in the proceeding center 

are to follow with the environment based on the information given by the localization service. More 

in detail, the use of IoT technologies, made the environment to be modified in real time in order to 

provide the real interactive cultural experiences to the user. 

 

E. Comparative Study with Existing System 

 

The suggested method divides the execution time into two basic components: content delivery 

and image recognition. Other components, such as BLE communication, have a negligible impact 

given the scale of these two phases. If the system does not employ the localization service, the time it 

takes to recognize a user-requested object grows linearly in proportion to the number of artworks in 

the collection. In figure 2, the average of five artworks per room and a total of ten rooms, exploiting 

result of localization in an average processing time single frame of 1600ms. And then, recognition 

against the entire museum database average result of 6000ms. 
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Figure 2 - Average Time Consumption for Image Recognition and Content Delivery 

 

 

Figure 3 - The Probability of Detecting User Location with Worst and Best Case of Beacon Device 

 

 

In this situation, have to implement an efficient work nature with faster than the existing of 3 

times is crucial. Furthermore, the proposed architecture required a smaller battery and reduced the 

amount of computation required for each frame, resulting in longer battery life and more visits. The 

beacon devices that characterise the localization infrastructure have been positioned on the partition 

between two rooms in the primary scenario, referred to as the best scenario, such that they are not in 

visible pathway of each other. The devices were positioned in a viewable corridor at 5 metres from 

the dividing door in the second example, referred to as the worst scenario. We were able to determine 

the successful localization probability, which is the likelihood of correct localization of the object. 

Inside the room is a user. Figure 3 depicts how, in the best situation, the obtained outcomes are ideal, 

but in the worst situation, they are close to perfect. 
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4. Conclusion 

 

This article described a smart museum that is based on a localization service and uses an IOT 

aware architecture. The beacon infrastructure, which is dispersed between the Wearable device and a 

processing centre, obtains the location information. With the integration of a location service and an 

image analysis system, museum visitors obtain cultural content connected to the observed artwork. 

The content is collected from the cloud and transmitted to the user's personal devices by the 

processing centre. Furthermore, based on user mobility, the localization information is employed to 

maintain the museum environment status. 
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